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How to Polish Your Concrete with

Start at 20/30 grit SS metal bond tool, speeds at 7/7. Then vacuum dust from 
the floor.
QUICK TIPS: If the diamonds arenʼt cutting as well as needed, use a pump sprayer to mist water in front 
of the grinder. This will work in all of your metal stages. Note: this step is for the removal of contaminate 
(glues, leveling compounds etc.) and is typically for full exposures and flattening of the floor.

Part #: 543089376

Change to a 50/60 grit DS metal bond tool with a speed of around 5. 

QUICK TIP: Donʼt vacuum dust after this stage. 

Part #: 543089382

Use a 120 grit DS metal bond tool with a speed around 5. Donʼt vacuum the 
excess dust after applying GM3000. 
QUICK TIP: Use the dust to fill in micro-holes with GM3000. First add misting water, then spray the GM3000 in 
front of the grinder with a mist sprayer (be sure there is enough without over-saturating). As you grind with 120 
grit metals, work the dust in with a soft bristle broom in a circular motion. Let the GM3000 dry for an hour. Donʼt 
sweep or scrub while drying. Gently sweep off excess dust so it doesnʼt get densified. Apply a light coat of 
densifier with a micro-fiber pad. Change your plates on the bottom of hte machine to velcro plates. 

Part #: 543089383

Use 100 grit copper transitional diamond tools at a 
speed of 8-10. Vacuum the excess dust and scrub the 
floor with a floor scrubber.
Part #: 542868131

Apply densifier to the floor, saturate concrete to rejection and let dry 
completely.

QUICK TIP: Itʼs not recommended to auto scrub the floor in this step, at the risk of removing 
carefully placed GM3000. Note: Hiperhard (543087165) is recommended for a deep grind and 
Hiperlith (578273601) is recommended for light to no grind (salt & pepper or cream finish).

Use 200 grit resin tools at a speed of 8-10. 
Vacuum the excess dust. 
Part #: 574428401

Use 400 grit resin tools at a speed of 8-10. 
Vacuum the excess dust.
Part #: 574428501

Use 800 grit resin tools at a speed of 8-10. 
Vacuum the excess dust.
Part #: 574428601

09Step
Use 1500 grit 9.5” flex resin pad at a speed of 8-10. 
Vacuum the excess dust and scrub the floor. 
Apply Hiperguard with a microfiber pad.
Part #: 579273604

Indiana Location:
800.892.8376

410 W. Carmel Dr.
Carmel, IN 46032

California Location:
800.785.7034

3337 Sunrise Blvd. Unit 3
Rancho Cordova, CA 95742

www.runyonsurfaceprep.com


